Siuslaw National Forest

Corners of the Public Survey
T. 6 S., R. 10 W., W.m., Mer.
1/4 Section, Corner common to Sections 16, 17, and 17.

Description of Corner
Corner is of a type found.

Dimension above ground: _____ inches

Witness:

Witnesses, figures, or hitches, on other face of edge.

Diagonal Position:

Inches

 Witnesses located:

Sketch and dimensions of bearing trees (or rocks) in proper box

Deed file blank line below, giving bearing from corner to trees

Distance 166.05 feet.

Do you believe this to be a genuine Land Office Corner?

If not, why?

Signature: __________

Date: __________

1941

[Map or Diagram]

Metal Location Post is on a tree, inches diameter, on the side of 
166.05

from which this corner bears S 35° W

166.05

Gives any further facts which will aid in finding this corner.

About 100 ft. North of Cascade Road

Sec. 17, T. 6 S., R. 10 W., Mon. on road where Temple Creek Grade road.